
After a life changing event my life was quickly flipped
upside down, literally. 

When I was younger I was involved in a terrible car
accident, and I wouldn't say I was grateful for the event
to have occurred but it definitely forced me to head in
the direction of where I am today. 

Since the incident, I have spent 38+ years in Property
Development and have accomplished more than I could
ever have imagined. 

Property development is a pathway I wish upon
everybody... all those with patience, courage and of
course a successful mindset. 

When it comes to creating financial freedom
for our followers, my “thinking” is refreshingly
simple. I have the ability to make the seemingly
complicated, uncomplicated. 

I have changed the lives of many people by
training them to use property development as a
vehicle to build substantial cashflow and long
term wealth. This in turn, has given them
control over their lives and a lifestyle they could
previously only dream about.

Throughout my career, I have been involved in
over $1 billion worth of property development
projects that include commercial buildings,
apartments, high-rise buildings, retirement
complexes, land sub-divisions, townhouses,
student accommodation and I'm not stopping
anytime soon.

I have been involved in property throughout our latest
pandemic COVID-19, the GFC and everything in
between. 

If there is one word that has stuck with me throughout
all of these, it would be tenacity. The act of being
fearless, showing grit and determination and like all
other pandemics, those who are tenacious are the
ones who come out the other end with more than
what they had started with. 

I've had many phone calls recently asking me where I
think the market is heading, people wondering if they
should stop their current project or should they be
buying more... I always remind them that people need
food on the table and a roof over their head, so if
you're in property, then you're on the right track. 
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Throughout my time in property development
I have created more property millionaires in

Australia than any other educator / mentor out
there and this is through our highly acclaimed

property development course. 
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